This Book Discusses The Plays Of T.S. Eliot In General And The Role Of Chorus In Them In Particular. The Plays Discussed Herein Include Sweeney Agonistes, The Rock, Murder
In The Cathedral, The Family Reunion, The Cocktail Party, The Confidential Clerk And The Elder Statesman. Each Play Has Been Taken Separately And Its Salient Features And
The Role Of Chorus In It Have Been Methodically Studied. Written In Lucid Language And With A Straightforward Approach, The Book Is Expected To Be Of Special Value To
Students And Researchers Of English Literature And To Particularly Those Interested In T.S. This book contains all the plays and poems of T.S. Eliot. Some of the works are quite
complex to understand and some are written in Latin and French and some Greek. It would have been nice if the foreign language ones could have been translated in a separate
chapter. A good set of explanatory notes would also have been useful. A highly interesting book for any student of the poets. An interesting read to make you think. The genius
T.S.Eliot wrote one of the greatest collection of poems, giving one a great deal to think about and consider about their very existence, he asks countless pertinent questions about the
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